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International planning practices such as the UN Habitat 2015 Guidelines on Urban and 
Territorial Planning assist on the development and redevelopment of human settlements

Universal policies such as the UN Habitat New Urban Agenda are essential to protect 
cities and communities from the negative effects of globalisation

World-class standards such as the WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade 
promote free trading of services and goods while safeguarding local economic capabilities 
and indigenous skills

Global regulations such as the WTO General Agreements (e.g) on Trade in Services, IT, etc. 
prevent multinational economic conflicts and advocate fair competitiveness



And, as wisely identified 
by the U4SSC initiative:

: Planning, policies, standards & regulations would benefit from operating together in a 
single Framework (WG1), including the measurement of its performance through KPI. 
Moreover, a unique Framework will better support dedicated actions (WG2 & WG3)



WG1’s proposed Future Living Framework provides that single structure to harmonise 
and integrate policies, planning, standards and regulations: 

And, it will also enable and support dedicated actions to connect cities and communities
(WG2) while enhancing innovation and participation (WG3)
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However,
International planning practices

Universal policies

World standards

Global regulations

currently fail in their implementation and uptake. This is not due to the lack of a 
Framework for integration and harmonisation but to their excessive top-down approach 
which does not sufficiently include the end user as part of the model. The Future Living 
Framework will address this leveraging on its integrative and harmonising capabilities. 



And, 
Digital technologies 

will facilitate this bottom-up user-inclusive model –named as “collaboratory” in which 
integration and harmonisation capabilities of the Future Living Framework are based. 

This collaboratory has been successfully tested separately in the implementa- tion and 
uptake of plans and projects, policies and regulations, and standards. 

The challenge for the Future Living Framework will be to include the collabo-ratory for 
an integrated and harmonised uptake, and implementation of planning, policies, 
standards and regulations.  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0264275116300178
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0264275116301032
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0920548916300976


Importantly, 
Funding and financing  

are an essential element of the implementation and uptake and therefore part of the 
“collaboratory” model. In the “collaboratory”, funding and financing is conceived as a 
digitalised and most distributed version of the traditional PPPPs (Public-Private-People-
Partnerships)

In the funding and financing of the implementation and uptake of the Future Living 
Framework through the “collaboratory” model (but also the NUA and SDGs), the financial 
sector and economic stakeholders (“S” in figure next page), will still partner with cities 
and public agencies (“D”), and with the non-profit sector and with citizenship in general 
(“I”) but under a more distributed and digitalised operational model: 



: in which “S”, “D” and “I” are 
paired according to common interests, being this the base for harmonisation 



: and the resulting triangles are 
holistically monitored, merged & combined, being this the base for integration 
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